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The lectures aim at introducing sociology and communication of science to students. 
Science is a hard subject to be confronted by sociology, as it is evident along its history and by the recurrence of 
“relativisms”. Unsurprisingly, still today it is very common that sociologists don’t have sociology of science in their 
background, despite present society is often defined as a science-based or knowledge-society. However, having to deal 
with the subject, the key-question is “what does it mean to treat science as a sociological object”. To answer it, it is 
needed to go beyond the so called Legend about scientific knowledge, very commonly shared, indeed, discovering 
where “society intrudes”, at what deeps and in what meaning. It will also be highlighted how knowledge and 
communication are tightly intertwined and are reshaping society in a knowledge-society. Then, an introduction to 
science communication (theories and contemporary perspectives) will be given, focusing on communication of techno-
risk. Lastly, it will be provided a reconnaissance on the contemporary sociological imagination of science, discussing 
the concept of cultural sustainability. 
Lectures  will be given in English, lasting 3 hours each. 
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